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>rogram goal, the extent to which the estimated employment effects of a Jobs program translate into an increase in the total number of Jobs ivailable, an increase in the number of employed persons, or a decrease .n the number of unemployed persons may vary.
While there is considerable disagreement about the proper way to >stimate displacement in Job creation programs, and a corresponding listrust of any given point estimate of its magnitude, most researchers ind policy makers acknowledge the displacement problem.5 From iociety's point of view the nature of displacement may be äs important is its level. Thus, if a program displaces people who are more idvantaged than participants, and who could easily find alternative imployment, it may be considered less a problem than if the program lisplaces individuals who are equally disadvantaged (Masters, 1981).
The estimated in-program effects on labor market outcomes other :han employment rates and earnings were variable among the programs and :or different target groups within most of the programs. The entitle-lent program significantly lowered unemployment rates and raised labor "orce participation rates for all eligibles in the young cohort. Among Jupported Work participants, gains in hours worked tended to be larger tmong those who were younger , females, white, and more educated. leither the Public Versus Private Sector Jobs Demonstration Project nor rICI provided much Information on in-program effects.
Because the research design of the entitlernent program required the tbility to measure postprogram effects in an entire youth labor market [not only for participants) , the postprogram period was defined äs the :ime following the close of the program.  Thus, the postprogram period :or the entitlement program was the fall Semester of 1981, and 62 >ercent of the black youth sample was interviewed within 2 months of :he time the program terminated.
The entitlement program increased postprogram earnings of eligible »lack youths by the equivalent of $545 per year (assuming measured »ostprogram gains persisted) and raised postprogram hours worked for iraployed black youths by 6 percent (from 32 to 34 hours per week). imployment rates were higher among blacks and labor force participation ras higher for the füll youth cohort. Neither labor force participation
For example, the YEDPA authorizing legislation and the 1978 CETA imendments required the Secretary of Labor to make periodic reports on -arious aspects of the entitlement program, including displacement. Deports were to include findings with respect to enrollment; costs; the legree to which out-of-school youths returned to school or others :emained in school; the percentage of eligible youths participating; :he kinds of Jobs provided and a description of the employers—public ind private; the degree to which on-the-job or apprenticeship training ras offered; the estimated cos t of extending the program to all areas; :he effect of the program in reducing youth unemployment in the pilot ireas; and the effect of program Job opportunities on other oppor-:unities for youths in the area [P.L. 95-93 (YEDPA), See. 329; Report

